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Abstract
Arrays for radiating large fast electromagnetic pulses are an outgrowth of nuclear EMP simulation technology. Here the question was how to launch TEM waves (planar or spherical) over large apertures (meters) with high voltages (megavolts) and fast risetimes (nanoseconds).

In this case the aperture

source distributions were made to match the appropriate TEM modal distributions (in general nonuniform) corresponding to cylindrical or conical transmission lines. Note that while the highest frequencies
in the pulse restrict the size of individual elements of the array, it was recognized ab initio that the
elements had to be connected together in a manner to pass low-frequency currents through the array and
thereby produce the low-frequency portions of the pulse.
Large transient arrays were also considered in the same time frame for radiating unguided waves
with otherwise similar parameters.

Using unit cells based on interconnected conical transmission lines

(TEM horns) various symmetries can be imposed on the array based on the two-dimensional
groups.

space

Among the possibilities are unit cells based on squares, regular hexagons, and equilateral

triangles.
In a more modem context transient arrays are being considered for applications in which sub
nanosecond-risetime pukes are to be appIied to the array elements to make an impulse mdiating antenna
(IIW with performance similar to reflector IRAs and lens IIUs. The benefit to be gained (say for radar
applications) is the ability to electronically steer the beam. However, this benefit is ~ined at the cost of
greater complexity due to the large number..of array elements and the requirement for accurate rapidly
adjustable times for triggering the individual elements (sources). There is a signifimnt trade off between
“the scan angle for the beam and the element size, risetime and angle between the TEM-hom conductors.
In addition, as in the cases of other types of IRAs, an array IR4 can be designed with auxiliary conductors
~

and resistors to match the low frequency electric-and magneticdipole
able low-frequency directivity to the beam.
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1.

Introduction

Amlogous to phased arrays with narrowband exatation one can have timed arrays for radiating

a

transient pulses, the role of phase being replaced by the time shifts between the application of temporal
waveforms (or one common waveform) to the various array elements.

Our concern here is for such

armys to operate in transmission and/or reception over very large band ratios (ratio of upper frequency
to lower frequency of interest), similar to other forms of impulse radiating antennas (R%)

using reflec-

tors or lenses [29, 30]. One might think of such transient arrays as array IIWs.

Such arrays are an extension of those studied, and in some cases realized, for simulation of the
nuclear electromagnetic pulse (EMP) [13, 27]. Such an array has been referred to as a distributed source
[3, 4] or a distributed switch [141. In this case, he approach consists of synthesizing the TEM mode
(planar or sphericaL in general inhomogeneous) over some aperture surface serving as the electrical
source for a cylindrical or conical transmission line. By use of such a technique one can suppress the
generation of higher order (E and H) modes up to frequencies limited, not by wavelengths of the order of
(or larger than) the transmission-lin=onductor

spaang and width, but by wavelengths of the order of (or

larger than) the element spacing in the array forming the distributed source. The reader should note that
such arrays are comprised of interconnected elements which allow for current continuity through the
array, this being essential for adequate low-frequency performance.

In contradistinction to the case of

many mrrow-band arrays in which the mutual interaction of the array elements is made (or assumed)

a

small, the present arrays are designed so that the mutual interaction is strong and is an integral part of the
amay operation, at least for frequencies with wavelengths of the order of and larger than the element
spacing.

The motivation for developing such arrays to drive EMP simulators has been the desire to go to
higher and higher voltages while retaining a sufficiently small risetime in the pulse.

As one goes to

higher voltages (MV) on a single switch the risetime increases to the point where one considers using
multiple switches at lower voltages. These switches then need to be distributed over an appropriate aperture to synthesize the desired TEM wave. Note that the risetime is influenced not only by the switch size,
but also by how these switches are integrated into the array-element design, and how small is the jitter in
the timing of th=

switches as compared to the ideal (desired) switching time.

An important approach to synthesis of a transient array is an array of flat-plate conical transmission lines each launching a spherical TEM wave from a small source, these waves combining on an aperture plane feeding a parallel-plate cylindrical (or conical) transmission line [1] illustrated in fig. 1. Some
improvement in the aperture synthesis is obtained as the individual wave launchers are lengthened to
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Fig. 1. Multiple Conical Transitions
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make the spherical waves better approximate a plane wave on the aperture plane.
individual pulsers at the apices of the individual+lement

One can have

conical transmission lines, or one can feed
e

various numbers of such source points from one or more common pulsers via transmission lines”[1] as
indicated by the example in fig. 2. Various combimtions of series and parallel connections with appropriate matched delays (transit times in the transmission lines) are possible. Later papers [2-4,6-10,

12-16,

23] have considered more details of such transient arrays in the context of EMP simulators.

Such arrays have been realized in EMP simulators. The large ATLAS I for testing large aircraft

.

[13, 27] has a two-element array in a series configuration (fig. 1) with the two adjacent conical plates
connecting at the aperture plane being larger than the two outermost so as to forma central-ground-plane
wedge and prevent coupling between the two launchers until they meet at the aperture plane [1]. The
SIEGE simulation concept [13] replaces one of the plates of a two-parallel-plate waveguide by the earth
surface for testing buried systems. This has been realized using a four-parallel-element array in which
the long conical plates are bent in a contour to account for mutual interaction before the aperture plane
and thereby maintain a constant characteristic impedance along each of the four wave launchers [2].
Another type of simulator for buried systems is DISCUS [4, 13] in which the array is attached to the
ground surface for driving the fields into the earth, thereby introducing additioml matching problems at
the ground surface. Such wave launchem have been designed and constructed involving Brewster-angle
and transmission-line techniques [15, 23]. In one experiment a twelv~lement

array (100 kV pulser per

element, dimensions 1 m in the direction of the electric field and 2 m in the direction of the magnetic
field), connected in series with fiber-optic signals to trigger each pulser module, produced about 70 kV/m
with 7 ns rktime

in the soil [16].
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Fig. 2. Single Signal Feed Transmission Line Networks for Multiple Conical Feed Points
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2.

Early considerations for radiating transient amays

There was early recognition [5] that such arrays were also suitable for radiating transient pulses,
i.e., without an additional waveguiding structure (cylindrical or conical transmission line). In this case,
the object was to see what kinds of pulses could be sent to distances far from the radiating source array
using the kinds of pulse power technology in EMP simulators.

Approximating large arrays as infinite for initial considerations (theoretical simplification) one
can pay attention to the details of the unit cells (individual elements) in an array of identical unit cells
which is periodic in two dimensions. Thus one can have waves propagating in each cell, including interaction with other cells, without including effects assoaated with array truncation (edge effects). A section
of such an array with rectangular unit cells [5] (height WI, width w2) comprised of conical transmission
lines is illustrated in fig. 3. This is but one of various types of unit cells that one might consider for array
elements. The two-dimensioml translation group T2 admits five kinds of parallelogram systems for the
boundaries of the unit cells [25, 31]. One can adjoin compatible rotations and reflections in the unit cells
to give the twe-dimensional

space groups E2 with a richer symmetry structure.

Some of the more

interesting types of unit cells are illustrated in fig. 4 based on squares, regular hexagons, and equilateral
triangles
— [5]. In this case, the unit cells are configured such that by changing electrical comections to the
sources one can achieve multiple polarizations.

The early-time (or, equivalently, high-frequency) performance of an infinite array of conical wave
launchers can be found by first considering the same performance regime of a single conical element [11,
17]. As indicated in fig. 5 consider a rectangular array of elements with source points (conical apices) on
the z = O plane. Letting one element have conical apex at ~ = 6 with voltage excitation V. u(t), the
early-time field is described by the TEM field
++

E(l-, t) = –~

r

a,@u
()f–: , %,@=

Vf)$ f(e,o)

(2.1)

where ~(f?,O) is the potential function and Ve,@ is the gradient on theunit sphere in the usual spherical
coordinate system. The form that ~(f?,@) takes depends on the detailed shape of the conical-transmissionline elements. Detailed czdculations have b&n performed [11, 17] for planar bicones and flat-plate cones
such as in fig. 3.
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As one would expect as one makes the length 1 of the conical transmission line larger than the
opening w (plate separation at the aperture plane where the individual plates connect to adjacent ones)

a

the field at some distance r continues to increase. On the centerline (the z axis) we have

(2.2)

-)

as the angle between the plates decreases, E rd being the electric field at the aperture plane on the z axis
+
for 1 Volt between the plates (now approximately parallel). For wide plate (7.u2>> uq ) I E re~I = 1/w.
Note, however, that as 4/ uq increases the time for which (2.1) is valid decreases due to the earlier arrival
of the diffraction from the end of the conical plate (at the aperture plane). Furthermore, the behavior as in
(2.1) being restricted to angles (O,@) lying between the plates (for far fields due to the presence of adjacent
wave launchers), then large 4/ uq(or 1/W2) restricts 6 to angles near O,an important consideration in
the context of array scanning.

Now, assuming an infinite array, we need to sum over the early-time signals of the individual
+
elements. Let 1 I define the direction propagation of a plane wave and define retarded time by
+

11”7’

fr=f–

—

c

,C=

(2.3)

speed of light

The individual source points in the z = Oplane are turned on (with V. u(tr)) at zero retarded time at each
source point. Then consider the field propagating in the ;I

Cos((+) =

direction for large r with

+
7] “lZ>O

(2.4)

+

Restrict

1 I (make ~ small enough) that (2.1) is valid for the individual elements for a window of

retarded time

(wr<tcf

= clear time in the far field (after which finite launcher dimensions can be observed)

(2.5)

..
where tcf is a function of (~, ~ ), being maximum (for synrnetrical wave launchers) with ~ = O. By
+
considering some tr slightly greater than zero and letting r + ~ in the 1 I direction more and more
sources are seen by the observer. Summing these [11] over the expanding ellipse on the aperture plane
(as r +=-) gives a far electric field for early times as

10

a

fti)

CtrU(tr) for tr < tc

f

(2.6)

unit cell of array element

Note that in the limit the step has become a ramp function. This result applies to infinite arrays for which
the far field does not decrease with r for constant retarded time. (This will be modified later for finitesize arrays.) The above result applies not only to rectangular arrays but other shapes in fig. 4 as well,
with WI and W2appropriately interpreted.

The array performance can also be calculated for late times or low frequencies for which the
wavelengths are large compared to element dimensions [11]. In this case one considers the average tangential electric field along the array as

(2.7)

where 1.

a

can be considered as Ty in fig. 5 for convenience. Then with appropriate element symmetry

[111thelat~time far field is (for step exatation)

zfm =

V.
Yel in E plane (A = n/2)
q Cos(q )

!
—

- *

iy

(2.8)

in H plane (~ = O)

Equating this to the early-retarded-time result in (2.6), one can extrapolate the ramp to the lat~time value
to give an effective time constant for the rise of the far field as

I

K I

~F&,:

Cfl =

~

1
in E plane
(2.9)

1

F(% , 0
[

cos(~) in I-Zplane
..

For 1>> uq and W2, we can have tl arbitrarily small, except that ~ is restricted to smaller and smaller
values.

*$

Considering impedances, the value for early-time (high-frequency) considerations is tabulated for
planar bicones [11], and is given by Z./2

Zo= 377~- for free space.

for square unit cells (a self-complementary

case) with

There are approximate values as well as more detailed calculations for non-

O

planar flat-plate conical wave launchers [171. For late times (low frequencies) the impedance appropriate
to an individual unit cell is

Z. q
——

z! =

I

cos(~) in E plane
2 W2
.ZO ~1
——
cos-l (~ ) in E plane
2 W2

(2.10)

To minimize reflections, one can try to match early- and late-time results, but as these formulae indicate
+
+
this is a function of 1I, albeit not a severe one if one restricts the variation of 1I to not-too-large scan
angles.

As f/ uq and 4/ W2 are increased (>> 1) there is a significant interaction of the fields on an element with adjacent elements before the wave reaches the aperture plane. This can be partly accounted for
by considering quasi TEM waves as on a multiconductor transmission line together with the symmetry
conditions for a periodic structure. Allowing for this mutual coupling one can shape the wavdaunching
conductors to be no longer conical so as to optimize the wave transport to the aperture plane and the
impedance presented to the sources. For the case of (31 = Osome analytic solutions have been obtained
[18-21].
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3.

Modem Context

In applying these array concepts to even faster transient electromagnetic pulses (picosemnds for
the fastest components) the first thing to observe is the usual electromagnetic scaling of time and frequency according to physical dimensions. The array elements basically need to be smaller, which for a
given array size means many more elements. Of course, the switching for launching sufficiently fastrisetime pulses (with suffiaently small jitter) on the wave launchers needs to be incorporated as well.

Now we consider finite arrays. On the apertme plane (now z = O) there is some electric field
with tangential components

~t (7’s, t) giving a far field [22, 291

(3.1)

+
+
-)
For the simple case that the observer is in the 1 Z direction (i.e., 1 r = 1 z) we have
+-)

++

E~(r lZ, t) = &

~

JEt(r’S

(32)

,tr) dS’

Sa
Furthermore, if we have a stepfunction tangential field on Sa (corresponding to a plane wave propagat+

ing in the 1 I direction) we have

++

Et(rs,

+

f) = Eto(?s)

-)+

[1

u t–

11” r’s
~

+
which on the beam center (Yr = 11) redu&sto
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—

-)
lZ

++

E/(rl

I,f)=&

-+ +4+
“ Irl-lili

[

“ aa(f,)

= &

Iz,f)

i$a(fr)J7tO(7s

;fo (7s ) ds’
Sa

-)

++

E/(r

]J

)dS’ for

+

11 = 1 z

s=

where C5ais the approximate delta function [22]. Note the change in form from the infinite-amay result.
There is a 1/r dependence and the introduction of a time derivative in going from the near to the far field.
The aperture Sa is assumed to be of finite linear dimensions with area Aa.

In applying the aperture integral to a transient array one can also see the effect of the field distribution on the unit cells for individual array elements. Instead of a simple plan~wave step excitation as in
(3.3) one can view the actualapetire field as a deviationfrom thk. Consider the simple case that the
+

observer is in the 1 z direction and all elements are turned on at the same time. If each element is a
symmetrical coniml transmission line of length f, such as in the staggered cell arrangement in fig. 6, then,
with a stepfunction TEM wave launched from the source, the wave does not arrive at the aperture plane
all at the same time. There is a dispersion distance [1] or dispersion time which gives the difference in
time of arrival of the field on each element unit cell of the aperture plane (for rectangular cells) as

(3.5)

Using this in (3.2), then t$l) approxirnat~ the radiated pulse width due to the time derivative of the
spatial integral of the field on the aperture plane. Note for large 4 that d$) + O for constant uq, @2.
However, as discussed previously, large 4 also introduces significant coupling of the wave to adjacent
cells before reaching the aperture plane, thereby modifying the fields that reach the aperture plane.

If, however, the array is to scan the beam over some angular domain of 71, then f$l) is not the
only dispersion of interest for the unit cells [241. As indicated in (33) the ideal field distribution on the
..
aperture plane does not turn on all at once, but sweeps across the aperture, and hence across each unit
cell in the array. The time difference in the ideal turn-on-time across the unit cell then gives another dispersion distance and time as

(3.6)
m
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Fig. 6. Staggered Array of Flat-Plate Coniml Wave Launchers in a Symmetrical Configuration
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k’
where w represents the width of the unit cell in the direction of wave propagation across the array. For
the rectangular array, this can be WI and W2 for particular directions, with

WI+ W2

[2

‘r”

as the largest

0

value achieved by w. If the individual element is designed to minimize f$), there is still fe‘2) with which
to reckon. This dispersion time also represents the pulse width in the far field so that ~a(tr) in (3.4) is
replaced by a pulse of approximate width t~2),which we see increases with incrasing

~ (by steering the

beam off boresight).

One may combine these two dispersion times to obtain some effective total dispersion and effective far-field pulse width. If one limits ~ to some range O s f31 s ~m=
(2)
t~2) is limited to some temx.

centered on boresight, then

Looking again at t~l), there is not much point in making this too much

smaller than f$’~x. So a certain consistency in design is called for in which these two time dispersions
are roughly comparable.

As with the reflector [22] and lens [26] IRAs, an array IRA can also be designed to optimize its
low-frequency performance [24]. As indicated in fig. 7, additioml conductors can be added behind the
array. The low-frequency (or late time) voltage across the array (summing the voltages of the series
eIements) induces a charge +Q on the top conductors and -Q on the bottom conductors thereby giving an
electric-dipole moment ~ for low frequenaes.

With an amay of terminating resistors in the back, the

low-frequency voltage produces a current I around a closed loop (including the source array), thereby
giving a magneticdipole

moment Z.

With appropriate symmetry, these two moments are perpendicu-

lar and we have by proper choice of the termination resistors (controlling V/I)

This gives low-frequency directionality (a cardoid pattern) with maximum in the ?z direction (bomsight)
+
and a null in the – 1 z direction. The example in fig. 7 is for a single polarization (the ;Y direction with
unit cells such as in fig. 3 or 6). One can also extend this low-frequency performance to the case of dual
polarization [24] by the addition of conducting wires or strips (parallel to

~Z

)

on the sides as well as top

and bottom. The termimtion resistors then forma two-dimensioml grid in the back. The unit cells then
take a form as in fig. 4A with two sources at each source point for the two orthogoml polarizations (or
one source switched between the two orthogonal conical transmission lines),
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One can also apply the concept of self-complementary antenms to the design of transient arrays
[25, 28]. In this case, not only the unit mlls, but also the array as a whole (assumed infinite) is *M COmelementary. This applies strictly only to planar arrays, but can apply approximately to non-planar &-rays

0

of planar bicones if f is not very long; the characteristic impedance of the cotical transmission line does
vary much from the ideal value of ZO /2 appropriate to square unit cells. ‘T’heself-complementari~

prin-

ciple [31] is a symmetry in which the conducting sheets are replaced by i%eespace, and conversely, and
dyadic admittance sheets are replaced by other special sheets (the complement), but the structure remains
the same except for a point symmetry operation (rotation, reflection), and now a translation as well.
While this applies most simply to a square version of fig. 3 with square unit cells, other versions are
possible with various types of impedance loading and other types of unit cells (e.g., as in fig. 4). The
sources also enter into the consideration of self complementarily. The simplest case has identical sources,
+
all triggered simultaneously so that 1 I = ?z (boresight). These can be for a single polarization (as in
fig. 3), or for two polarizations as in fig. 8 with two separate sets of sources with voltages V(x) and V(y)
for the two polarizations [25, 28]. By including resistors of value ZO/2 at tAese various connection points
for sources one can retain self complementarily with sources that differ from each other (as in a scanning
array) in the sense that an individual source (with all other sources zero) drives an impedance of ZO/2 for
all frequencies (or ~ if there is a ZO/2 resistor with this source) [251. However, when there is more than
one source operatin~ one source does send currents through the other sources, so that one needs to allow
for this.
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4.

Concluding I&marks

Transient arrays can be designed to be impulse radiating antennas (IRAs) in a sense sini.ilar to
reflector and lens IRAs for both high- and low-frequency @ormance.

The array IRA is much more

complicated than the other kinds due to the numerous array elements and associated timing requirements. However, one gains the ability to electronicallyy scan. So it all depmds on what function one
wishes it to perform.
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